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Become our client
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	Customer Service:
 8:00 am - 5:00 pm working days

Customer Assistance:
 24/7 NON STOP
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Fuel card and innovative solutions for your transport company
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Save on quality fuel and reduce your operating and administration costs.
Apply now

Learn more
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Why use a fuel card?
It will make your purchases easier, and you'll save money!
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Pre-approved credit
This is the financial limit for the use of services in the Eurowag acceptance network. This includes fuel, but also parking, car washes, etc. It is about crediting the customer up to the approved amount.
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Acceptance network
Our acceptance network is a collection of partners who accept Eurowag fuel cards as payment for goods and services. This is mainly a network of fuel stations, but it also includes parking, washing, repairs, and ferries. Eurowag's acceptance network has partners all across Europe.
Open acceptance network
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Learn more









Everything you need to go far - on the road, in business and in life

Our services
Eurowag is bringing a smarter solutions to optimize your commercial road transport business.


[image: Fuel card lady]Fuel card
Save up to EUR 0.2 per litre of diesel.  Simplify your payments across Europe and protect your finances from fraud.
Learn more



[image: Truck on a highway amidst nature, captured during a sunrise.]Toll services
Travel through 23 countries and 7 tunnels without hassle or administration.
Learn more
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Keep track of fleet movements, save on fuel by tracking driving patterns and simplify administration.
Learn more



[image: Two men at a desk with a laptop, engaged in a business-related discussion.]Tax refund
Save up to 15% on costs abroad. We'll reduce your costs by recovering VAT and excise duty. We'll take care of everything for you.
Learn more
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High-tech solutions for a green future.
Learn more
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As a leader in the transport sector, our job is to keep the industry moving.
Learn more
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Professional solutions designed to help businesses manage cash flow and take financial efficiency to a new level.
Learn more



[image: Two men having a work-related discussion in a warehouse setting.]Partner services
We have joined forces with reliable partners, thanks to whom we are able to continuously expand our portfolio of services.
Learn more
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Save up to EUR 0.2 per litre of diesel.  Simplify your payments across Europe and protect your finances from fraud.
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Keep track of fleet movements, save on fuel by tracking driving patterns and simplify administration.
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Save up to 15% on costs abroad. We'll reduce your costs by recovering VAT and excise duty. We'll take care of everything for you. you you.
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High-tech solutions for a green future.
Learn more
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As a leader in the transport sector, our job is to keep the industry moving.
Learn more
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Professional solutions designed to help businesses manage cash flow and take financial efficiency to a new level.
Learn more





[image: Two men having a work-related discussion in a warehouse setting.]Partner services
We have joined forces with reliable partners, thanks to whom we are able to continuously expand our portfolio of services.
Learn more
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Join our family
18,000+ clients who go far with us, both on the road and in business


25
countries in our network


94,000+
active payment solutions trucks


13,000+
fuel stations






[image: Graphic of three trucks parked side by side]Eurowag Mobile App
The power of Eurowag in your pocket. Suitable for managers, dispatchers and drivers.



Eurowag Mobile App
The power of Eurowag in your pocket. Suitable for managers, dispatchers and drivers.
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Learn more about Eurowag Mobile App
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Latest news
[image: ]Speeding Tickets in Germany: Learn the Rules to Avoid Penalties
Learn more


[image: ]What are the transportation rates per kilometer in 2024?
Learn more
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Learn more
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Privacy policyCookie policyLegal documentsMarketing consentModern slavery statementEurowag manual SmartpeakSecurity and data protectionSpeak Up policy
Customer Service:
 8:00 am - 5:00 pm working days

Customer Assistance:
 24/7 NON STOP
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